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Annual General Meeting

Concert on the Common

This is a reminder that our AGM will be held
on 2nd October at 8.00pm in the Village Hall.
In addition to the statutory reports and
elections, agenda items will include
arrangements for this year’s bonfire and
torchlight procession, possible topics for a
Christmas event and the usual suggestions for
working party activities.

Downley Common was pleased to host the
first Concert on the Common, which was held
on 18th July 2008 to mark the beginning of
the summer holidays.

Treecutting
We are applying for permission to remove
some hawthorns on Commonside as detailed
in the attached aerial photograph. The
intention is to open up the centre part of
Commonside that is starting to get so
overgrown that it is in danger of becoming
split into 2 separate grassy areas.

In keeping with our expectations, it poured
with rain, but this didn’t discourage several
hundred people from turning out with picnics,
gazebos and mega-umbrellas to enjoy the
performance put on by “Sound Intention”
courtesy of the Downley Day organisation.

Posts by Cricket Pitch

Any comments or suggestions can be
considered at the AGM in October.

Locals may have noticed that a number of
posts by the road have been removed. This
was done by a contractor to allow a combine
harvester access to the field. They are due to
be replaced shortly.

Diary
2 October 2008, 8.00pm
5 October 2008, 10.00am
12 October 2008, 10.00am
19 October 2008, 10.00am
26 October 2008, 10.00am
2 November 2008. 10.00am
5 November 2008, 6.30am
7 December 2008, 10.00am

DCPS AGM
Working Party
Working Party
Working Party
Bonfire Building
Bonfire Building
Bonfire & Torchlight Procession
Working Party

Village Hall
Meet at Old Dairy
Meet at Old Dairy
Meet at Old Dairy
Bonfire Site
Bonfire Site
Start at Commonside
Meet at Old Dairy

Downley – The Japanese Connection
While researching the history of Downley for last
year’s Mince Pies and Memories evening, your
intrepid investigators discovered a most
interesting photograph which is reproduced
below.

If you look carefully at this scene of the laying of
the foundation stone of the Village Hall in 1920,
you will see the Imperial Japanese flag being
waved in the top left corner.
Examination of the 1911 census returns for the
ward of Downley revealed the surprising entry for
a certain Franklin Cody whose birthplace is given
as Yokohama in Japan. Franklin turns out to be
the son of the famous aviator Colonel Samuel
Cody. Further investigation has revealed that
Samuel Cody was not a relation of William Cody,
the American showman as is popularly believed,
but was in fact a native Japanese citizen whose
name was an anglicised version of the original
Sanyo Kobe.
According to sources in the “Kobunbiko”, or
Document Archives of the Ministry of the Navy,
Colonel Kobe acquired his early experience with
observation kites while serving with the
Combined Fleet of the Imperial Japanese Navy at
the Battle of Tsushima in May 1905 at which the
Russian 2nd Pacific Fleet was virtually
annihilated. Britain was
actually an ally of Japan
during the RussoJapanese War and at the
conclusion of the war,
Japan generously made
Colonel Kobe’s services
available to the British
Army.
Kobe (now Cody) was
appointed Chief Instructor in Kiting at the
Balloon School in Aldershot in 1906 and
developed the kite shown above in 1908, which
bears a distinctive Japanese style.

Cody went on to develop first gliders and then
aircraft, an early version of which landed in
Mannings Field in September 1912 as shown in
the photograph below which was published in the
Bucks Free Press at the time.

The Japanese Naval Ensign (a memento of the
old days) can clearly be seen flying from the
tailplane on the right side of the photo. It would
appear that Colonel Cody was, in all likelihood,
visiting his son Franklin at the time.
It was probably Franklin who flew the flag at the
Village Hall in 1922 as no other residents are
recorded as having Japanese affiliations.
The story would end if it were now for the
strange tale of the Doodlebug on Downley
Common. Popular local legend has it that a V1
Flying bomb landed on Downley Common in the
winter of 1944, but little evidence of this has
been found until now. During last year’s
archaeological survey of the Common,
magnetometry data revealed the existence of a
long deep trench crossing from the cricket pitch
towards California holdings. Thinking that this
might be an extension of the prehistoric
Grimsdyke” a dig was organised to investigate.
What has not been revealed until now is that the
feature was in fact the scar created by a crashlanding aircraft and
that remains of a
WWII fighter were
discovered.
These have now
been positively
identified as a
Japanese Mitsubishi
A6M2 commonly
known as the “Zero”.
Why was it here?
Was there a connection with the secretive
Japanese family living in Downley – intelligence
gathering perhaps? After all, Bomber Command
HQ was close at hand.
The truth is out there.

